Organic wavelength-selective mirrors are used to reduce the loss of emitted photons through the surface of a luminescent solar concentrator (LSC). A theoretical calculation suggests that application of a 400 nm broad reflector on top of an LSC containing BASF Lumogen Red 305 as a luminophore can reflect 91% of all surface emitted photons back into the device. Used in this way, such broad reflectors could increase the edgeemission efficiency of the LSC by up to 66%. Similarly, 175 nm broad reflectors could increase efficiency up to 45%. Measurements demonstrate more limited effectiveness and dependency on the peak absorbance of the LSC. At higher absorbance, the increased number of internal re-absorption events reduces the effectiveness of the reflectors, leading to a maximum increase in LSC efficiency of ~5% for an LSC with a peak absorbance of 1. Reducing re-absorption by reducing dye concentration or the coverage of the luminophore coating results in an increase in LSC efficiency of up to 30% and 27%, respectively.
Introduction
Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) were originally introduced as inexpensive replacements for traditional silicon photovoltaic panels in the 1970s [1] [2] [3] . LSCs are basically plastic or glass waveguides containing or topped with a thin layer of fluorescent materials, like organic dyes [4] [5] [6] or quantum dots [7] [8] [9] [10] . These luminophores absorb incident sunlight and re-emit these photons at longer wavelengths. A fraction of emitted photons are trapped inside the waveguide via total internal reflection and transported towards the edge(s). At the edge(s) of the waveguide the photons are collected by small photovoltaic cell(s) (PV(s)) that convert the photons into electrical current. Some potential advantages of LSCs are that they can be made in different colors and shapes, they may be flexible and they can be used in both direct and indirect sunlight. These advantages make LSCs interesting for building integrated energy harvesting [11] .
The delay in commercialization of LSCs has been due to a number of loss mechanisms that limit their efficiency. One of the primary losses is a significant fraction of the emitted light escaping the top and bottom surfaces because they are emitted in the escape cone of the waveguide. Measurements have shown that 40-50% of all absorbed energy (50-60% of all absorbed photons) are lost through the surfaces of LSCs containing BASF Lumogen F Red 305 (called Red 305 in the rest of this paper) [12] . Redirection of these surface losses back into the device could lead to an increase in edge emission and overall improvement of the device-efficiency. Wavelength selective mirrors which transmit light that can be absorbed by the luminophore, but reflect photons that are emitted can be used to redirect the surface lost photons back into the LSC. A picture of the working principle is shown in Fig. 1 . Wavelength selective mirrors can be produced from chiral nematic liquid crystalline (LC) materials (termed 'cholesterics'), which act as Bragg reflectors [13] . Cholesteric materials are nematic liquid crystals where the director of the liquid crystal rotates through the thickness of the film. Due to this rotation, a sinusoidal change of the refractive index is created through the depth of the layer, resulting in reflection if the pitch is on the same length-scale as the wavelength of the light. The wavelength reflected Eq. (1) by the cholesteric is dependent on the pitch of the helix and the refractive index of the host LC. The pitch is the distance it takes the director of the cholesteric material to rotate by 360 degrees. np   (1) where  is the center wavelength of the reflection band, n is the average refractive index of the LC and p is the pitch. Previous research has shown that the application of an organic wavelength-selective mirror with a reflection bandwidth of approximately 75 nm led to a reduction in surface loss of up to 35% and an efficiency increase of the LSC up to 12% [14] . The reflection band of the mirrors used in those experiments was not broad enough to reflect all the emitted light from the dye back in the LSC. The reflection band of a cholesteric reflector shifts to shorter wavelengths when the incident angle of the photons becomes larger. This angular dependency can be described by: 
where   is the center reflection wavelength at the angle  , 0  is the central reflection wavelength at perpendicular incidence and n is the average refractive index of the LC forming the cholesteric phase. Due to the narrow band, the cholesteric layer will not be reflective towards surface emitted photons which encounter the cholesteric reflector at larger angles. It would be an advantage to make selective mirrors with a broader reflection band from solution-cast cholesterics. The width of the reflection band is determined by two parameters, the pitch and the birefringence of the liquid crystal since,
where   is the width of the reflection band and n  is the birefringence of the LC [15] .
Broadband organic reflective layers can be made in three ways; (1) by using liquid crystals with a large birefringence, (2) by making a cholesteric layer with a gradient pitch [16, 17] , and (3) by layering narrowband reflectors with shifted reflection bands. In this paper we present calculations of the reflection of broadband wavelength selective mirrors made from chiral nematic liquid crystals, and calculate the effect of these reflectors on the performance of LSCs once they are applied on top of the waveguide. Finally, we compare these computational results with experimental measurements.
Theoretical approach
The reflective properties of chiral nematic liquid crystalline films can be calculated using Berreman's 4x4 matrix method [18] for light propagation through multilayered homogenous anisotropic media [19] . This method allows calculation of the optical properties of homogenous anisotropic media at oblique incidences. The cholesteric reflector is divided in several homogeneous slabs with a different direction for the optical axis in each slab. This method has been proven to acceptably reproduce the angular dependence of optical transmission and reflection properties experimentally determined for cholesteric reflectors [17, 20] .
Optical properties of narrowband and broadband cholesteric layers made by three different methods (described above) have been calculated. Reflectors were generated from layering two narrow band reflectors, the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indexes were taken from the commercial liquid crystal host BASF LC242, and the pitches of the separate layers were chosen in such a way so that the overall reflection band was continuous and the broadness of the resulting reflection band was 150-200 nm. For the gradient pitch reflectors, input data was chosen from the materials described by Broer et al. [16] and the pitch gradient was chosen in such a way that the reflection bands were similar to the reflectors made by layering narrow band cholesterics, and the broadness of the reflection band was 400 nm. For the high birefringent material, the characteristics of the liquid crystal BASF LC1057 were chosen. This latter material leads to reflectors with a more narrow reflection band than the two other methods. To match the width of the reflection band of the other two broadband reflectors, unrealistic physical properties would be necessary (i.e. a Δn of 0.4 to create a 175 nm broad reflector with an onset wavelength around 600 nm). Due to the lack of available materials to experimentally produce the desired broadbands in this way, reflectors made from high birefringent materials are not considered in the rest of this paper.
Cholesteric reflectors only reflect one circular polarization of light at perpendicular incidence angle [13] . Right-handed cholesteric reflectors only reflect right-handed circular polarized light and transmit left-circular polarized light. To produce a reflector for unpolarized light, a stack of two cholesterics with opposite handedness is required, or two cholesteric reflectors with the same handedness separated by a half-wave retarder. The simulated reflection properties of the two broadband cholesteric reflectors (stacked right/left and stacked right/right with a halfwave plate between them) for all angles of incidence in air are depicted in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 demonstrates the properties of a reflector made from stacking a right-and a lefthanded cholesteric, and shows up to 100% reflection over the entire width of the reflection band when the incidence light is at small angles (up to 20 degrees). When the angle of the incident light becomes larger, the reflective properties begin to decrease starting from the edges of the reflection band. The right picture shows that the reflectivity of two right handed cholesteric reflectors on both sides of a half wave retarder centered at 560 nm is not as constant over the width of the reflection band at small angles of incidence, because the half wave retarder is not completely converting right circular polarized light into left circular polarized light at the wavelengths where the reflector is positioned. When a half-wave retarder is used centered in the same wavelength regime as the reflection band the reflective properties are similar to the properties of a reflector made from stacked right-and left-handed cholesteric reflectors. In the experimental verification we consider stacked narrowband right-handed cholesterics on both sides of a half-wave retarder, in this case centered at 560 nm. For comparison between the theoretical calculations and the experiments we calculated the properties of reflectors made via this method as well as right and left stacked reflectors.
The wavelength selective mirrors are placed on top of an LSC to reflect photons normally escaping through the top surface of the LSC back in the waveguide. Underneath the waveguide a perfect reflector is placed reflecting all photons lost through the bottom of the waveguide. These photons are assumed to not be re-absorbed by the luminophores and subsequently lost again through the top surface. To calculate the increase in LSC efficiency after application of such a reflector, it is necessary to first calculate the reflection efficiency ( refl  ) of the reflector towards dye-emitted light Eq. (4).
r  is the reflection spectrum of the reflector as a function of incidence angle of illumination and   p E  is the angular emission profile of the dye molecules. The efficiency of reflectors with different reflection bandwidths has been calculated for broadband reflectors made from cholesterics with a gradient pitch. Two gradient pitch reflectors have been considered, one twice the width of the reflection band of the narrowband reflectors and one with a reflection bandwidth of 400 nm, approximately 5-6 times the width of the reflection band of narrowband reflectors. The efficiency of reflecting surface emitted light is depicted in Fig. 3 for an LSC using Red 305 (see Fig. 4 for the absorption and emission spectra of this luminophore). In these calculations the emission profile of the dyes is assumed to be isotropic. The onset wavelength is defined as the wavelength on the short wavelength side of the reflection band where the reflectivity is 50% of the reflectivity within the reflection band. The efficiency of all the cholesteric reflectors is equal at longer onset wavelengths and increases for shorter wavelengths. The efficiency peaks when the cholesteric onset wavelength is in the spectral part of the emission by the luminophore. The efficiency of reflector with the broadest reflection band (~400 nm) peaks at the shortest wavelength. All reflectors exhibit a blue shift for high angles, but for the broad cholesteric reflector the complete emission band of the luminophore is in the reflection band at all angles, so the highest efficiency is reached if the onset wavelength of the reflector is close to the onset wavelength of the emission band. The reflectors with the smaller reflection bands are not broad enough to reflect all the emitted light over all angles emerging from the surface, and so the efficiency of these reflectors peaks at slightly longer wavelengths. The maximum efficiencies with corresponding onset wavelengths are shown in Table 1 . The 175 nm broad reflectors made from gradient pitch cholesterics and from layered narrowband reflectors show similar efficiencies at all onset wavelengths. This shows that the broadness of the reflection band is more important for the efficiency than the method by which the reflectors are made.
However, cholesteric reflectors may also reflect incoming sunlight away from the device, resulting in reduced absorption if the reflection band coincides with the absorption spectrum of the dye. This feature must also be included in a calculation as to how effective the cholesteric reflectors could prove on top of an LSC. The fraction of light that is absorbed by the luminophore that passes through the cholesteric filter ( EA chol f ) can be described by
where   I  is the intensity of the incident light (in this case, the solar spectrum),   A  is the absorption spectrum of the dye and   r  is the reflection spectrum of the cholesteric filter at perpendicular incidence. In this calculation it is assumed that only direct sunlight is incident normal to the LSC device. The results are depicted in Fig. 5 . When the onset reflection wavelength is outside the absorption range of the luminophore, the reflectors transmit approximately 90% of all the absorbable light; the 10% loss results from the fact the cholesteric reflector is added to the LSC with an airgap creating two additional surfaces and extra Fresnel reflections. As the onset wavelength of the cholesteric reflectors passes into the absorption range of the luminophores, the amount of absorbable incident light that is transmitted through the reflector decreases drastically. This decrease is approximately equal for all reflectors and is thus not influenced by reflection band broadness or production method. 
where QE is the fluorescence quantum yield of the luminophore, and wm  and SL  are the fractions of emitted photons in waveguide mode and surface loss mode (i.e. within the escape cone) respectively.
Although a complete calculation of ,max LSC  requires a detailed knowledge of the processes in the waveguide, a rough estimate can be obtained in the following way; for a waveguide containing Red 305 it was previously shown [12] that the number of photons in surface loss mode was approximately 50% of all absorbed photons for 5x5 cm 2 LSCs made from polycarbonate and a peak absorption above 0.3. Since the fluorescence quantum yield of Red 305 is nearly unity [21] the part of the emitted photons in waveguide mode is also approximately 50%, so 
In this calculation, all the light reflected back in the LSC by the cholesteric reflector is assumed to reach the edge of the LSC. Thus, there is only one interaction with the reflector and there is no re-absorption of these back-reflected photons, losses from parasitic waveguide absorption, or other such events. The results are depicted in Fig. 6 . With the broadening of the reflection band, the maximum possible increase in LSC efficiency improves. The onset wavelength of the cholesteric where the efficiency increase is the highest is red-shifted with respect to the emission peak of the luminophore, but for the broadest reflector the red-shift is less pronounced than for the narrower reflectors. The maximum possible increase in LSC efficiency and the corresponding onset wavelength of the cholesteric are shown in Table 2 .
By adding a 400 nm broad reflector at the top of an LSC, the efficiency could be increased by up to 66%. If a reflector with a more narrow reflection band is added to the top of the LSC, increases of 45% or 35% could be achieved for 175 nm broad reflectors and 75 nm broad reflectors, respectively. As described in the next Section, 175 nm broad cholesteric reflectors were made from right-handed layered narrowband reflectors on either side of a half wave retarder centered at 560 nm and placed on top of Red 305 LSCs. The results of these measurements and a comparison with the theoretical results described in this paragraph are shown and discussed in section 4.
Experimental
The broadband reflectors were made from two stacked right-handed narrowband reflectors applied to a manually rubbed half wave plate centered at 560 nm (Edmund Optics). A mixture of reactive LC mesogen LC242 (BASF), varying concentrations chiral dopant LC756 (BASF), 1% of photoinitiator Irgacure 184 (Ciba) and 1% of surfactant to induce planar alignment at the liquid crystal-air interface in xylene (1:1 by weight, Aldrich) were spin coated at 800 rpm for 30 seconds. After spincoating, the samples were immediately heated on a hot stage at 90 °C for 30 seconds and then photo-polymerised by UV-exposure in a nitrogen atmosphere. Before applying the second reflecting layer with a higher concentration of chiral dopant, the first layer was treated with an oxygen-plasma for 1 minute at 60W, to improve the wetting of the LC layer. A similar process was applied to the rear side of the same halfwave plate following an identical procedure.
The filled waveguides were produced by injection molding (poly)carbonate doped with 5-180 ppm BASF Lumogen F Red 305 into 50 x 50 x 3 mm 3 plates (Sabic IP). The patterned LSC waveguides were produced on PMMA plates (50 x 50 x 5 mm 3 ) (Plano Plastics). Fluorescent dye solutions were prepared using 0.5% wt of Red 305, and 1% photoinitiator (Irgacure 184) dissolved in a 3:1 dipentaerythritol penta-acrylate (Polysciences) and methylmethacrylate (MMA, Aldrich) blend. The dye solutions were stirred and heated at 60°C for an hour prior to spin-coating onto the substrates at 1000 rpm for 30 s. After spin-coating, all 100% covered samples were crosslinked by exposing to a high-intensity UV lamp for 80 s under nitrogen flow to form a solid film. For the fabrication of patterned LSCs (see Section 4 of this paper), standard photolithography techniques were employed. Uniformly coated substrates were exposed to UV light through patterned shadow masks consisting of 10 lines with variable widths with a period of 5 mm. Line widths were varied to cover 20 to 80% of the waveguide surface. After UV exposure, ethanol was used to etch away the unexposed material on the PMMA substrates. The exposed patterned samples were placed in ethanol for 40 s at room temperature and the samples were continuously agitated during the etching process.
Transmission spectra of the manufactured reflectors and absorption spectra of the waveguides were recorded with a Shimadzu UV-3102 spectrophotometer. The edge emissions from the LSC waveguides with and without broadband reflectors were recorded using an SLMS 1050 integrating sphere equipped with a diode array detector. The samples were placed with their edges in the entry port of the integrating sphere while illuminated with a 300W solar simulator with filters to approximate the 1.5 AM solar spectrum (Lot Oriel). The spectrum and intensity of the edge emission were recorded. A thick piece of paper (5x5 cm 2 ) spray painted white was placed underneath the samples to act as a Lambertian scatterer. A schematic depiction of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 7 . The edge emission from all four edges were measured and the total output was determined by integrating the recorded spectra from 350 to 750nm [14] . 
Results and discussion
Seven broadband reflectors were produced with different onset wavelengths: 620 nm, 660 nm, 700 nm, 740 nm, 780 nm, 820 nm and 880 nm. The reflection bands of these cholesterics were measured and compared to the calculated reflection bands at perpendicular incidence. The differences between the theoretical and experimental spectra are approximately similar for all the different reflectors. As an example, the calculated and experimental spectra of the reflector with an onset wavelength of 740nm are depicted in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 . Reflection spectra of a broadband reflector with an onset wavelength of 730 nm made from 2 layered right handed narrowband reflectors on both sides of a half wave retarder centered at 560 nm, both experimental (black) and calculated (gray).
The experimental spectrum shows that the width of the reflection band is the same as calculated, but the reflectivity is somewhat lower. This reduction can be a result of reduced layer thickness in the manufactured reflector than assumed in the theoretical calculations. Furthermore, the first layer applied experimentally is treated with a plasma asher, which can further reduce the layer thickness. Therefore, reflectivity on the longer wavelength side of the reflection band is slightly lower than on the short wavelength side, since the layer with the reflection band at the longer wavelength side of the reflection band was applied first in all cases. The theoretical spectrum demonstrates less than 100% reflectivity caused by the use of the slightly mismatched half wave retarders which do not completely convert left circularly polarized light passing through the right handed cholesterics into right circularly polarized light, so the right handed cholesterics on the back side will not be capable of reflecting all remaining transmitted light.
The cholesteric reflectors were placed on top of (poly)carbonate LSCs filled with Red 305, and the edge emission spectra and intensity (in Watts) measured using an integrating sphere under illumination with a solar simulator (AM 1.5). Underneath the samples, a white Lambertian scatterer was placed. These measurements were compared with the edge output of the same LSC with the white scatterer but without the cholesteric reflector. The ratio between the two edge output intensities is plotted in Fig. 9 .
Application of cholesteric reflectors to an LSC with a peak absorbance of approximately 1.0 increased edge output by a maximum of 4.5% when the reflector with the onset wavelength of 700 nm is added: similar increases are seen in samples with higher absorbance (2.36). At lower peak absorption (<0.1) the increase in efficiency is much higher, with a peak increase in efficiency of 30% at 740 nm. However, this is lower than was calculated, and the onset wavelength of the reflector with the maximum increase is red shifted in comparison to the calculations. There are several differences between the theoretical approach and the experimental measurements. First, the reflectivity of the experimental reflectors is not as good as calculated in theory. Second, the theoretical approach assumed that all light reflected back into the LSC by the reflectors reaches the edge of the LSC. In the experiments this is not the case. Photons reflected back into the LSC can be re-absorbed by the luminophores in the LSC due to the overlap in absorption and emission spectra. Reflected photons not immediately absorbed will not be in waveguide mode, so they will encounter the white scatterer underneath the sample, potentially multiple times. If the reflectors have non-unity reflectivity it can result in additional losses. Finally, the emission profile is assumed to be spherical for the calculations. In actual practice, the emission profile will not be spherical due to dichroic absorption and emission of the luminophore in combination with the collimated incident light [12] . However, calculations using a non-spherical emission profiles show only small differences with the calculations using spherical emission profiles. The LSC with the very low peak absorbance shows a higher increase in efficiency after application of the cholesteric reflectors, suggesting re-absorption is the primary reason behind the lower experimental increase than predicted.
Tsoi et al. [22, 23] demonstrated that patterning the luminophore on a clear waveguide can reduce the amount of re-absorption events. To investigate the influence of re-absorptions on our previous measurements, we determined the impact of adding cholesteric reflectors to patterned LSCs. Waveguides with a pattern of 10 uniformly distributed lines were used, where the widths of the lines determined the coverage of the dye coating on the LSC. The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 10 using a dye coating with a relatively high peak absorbance (approximately 1) within the patterned areas. Fig. 10 . Relative efficiency of patterned LSCs after application of broadband reflectors with respect to the patterned LSC without the broadband reflector. The LSCs are topped with a coating containing Red 305 with a peak absorbance of 1.0 with different pattern coverage of the surface: calculated (black), 20% (green), 30% (cyan), 50% (red), 70% (yellow), 100% (blue).
The sample with surface coverage of 100% shows the same results as a filled waveguide with approximately the same peak absorbance when topped by a broadband reflector, an increase in efficiency of 5%. Reducing the surface coverage of the coating containing the luminophore, and thus the amount of re-absorption events for emitted light, enhanced the impact of the cholesteric reflectors on the LSC efficiency. The lower the coverage, the higher the increase in efficiency achieved by applying the cholesteric reflectors for all reflectors sampled. The LSC with coverage of 20% shows an increase in edge emission efficiency of up to 27%, although this is still lower than calculated. Furthermore, it can be seen that the application of reflectors with a longer onset wavelength results in an increase in LSC efficiency approaching the theoretical increase better than with a shorter onset wavelength reflectors. This could also be explained if re-absorption is the main cause of the reduced effectiveness of cholesteric reflectors on the experimental increase of LSC-efficiency.
Re-absorption occurs mostly in the short wavelength part of the emission spectrum of the dye, since the absorption in this region is the highest. Cholesteric reflectors with an onset wavelength close to the onset wavelength of the emission of the dye will reflect this emitted light for most of the angles of incidence. The reflectors with a longer onset wavelength will only reflect these photons that have a larger probability for being re-absorbed at larger angles. Thus, the effect of re-absorption in LSCs using short onset wavelength reflectors is larger than for longer onset wavelength reflectors. These results demonstrate that re-absorption has a large influence on the effectiveness of the reflectors. Since the experimental increase in the LSC with a low amount of re-absorption after application of the cholesteric reflectors is still lower than calculated for all applied reflectors, it can be assumed that the multiple interactions of the back reflected photons with the reflectors also have an influence on the effectiveness of the cholesteric. The experimental reflectors were not ideal (reflectivity was < 100% within the reflection bandwidth), so there was the possibility of a small loss of light at each encounter. The quality of the reflectors will become even more important with increased device size, since the number of interactions of the light with the reflector will also increase if the waveguide thickness is not changed.
Conclusion
400 nm broad reflectors made from polymeric cholesteric liquid crystalline films can theoretically reflect over 90% of all surface emitted photons back into an LSC containing Red 305 as a luminophore. However, these cholesterics reflect away a part of the absorbable incident light if the spectral position of the reflector is matched to this maximum efficiency. In theory, the 400 nm broad reflector could increase LSC edge emission efficiency up to 66%. Reflectors with a more narrow reflection band have less impact on the LSC efficiency: 175 nm broad reflectors could increase this efficiency up to 45%. Experiments demonstrate that applying a 175 nm broad reflector to an LSC with Red 305 as a luminophore and a peak absorbance of 1 increases the efficiency of the actual LSC by 5%. The main reason for this discrepancy is the re-absorption of the back reflected photons. When the re-absorption is decreased by lower the peak absorption to a value below 0.1, the increase in LSC efficiency becomes nearly 30%, while lowering the re-absorption by reducing the coverage of dye coating the increase in LSC efficiency reaches 27%. This shows that by reducing the reabsorption of back reflected photons the effectiveness of the cholesteric reflectors increases.
More reproducible, higher-quality reflectors coupled with a reduction in the amount of reabsorptions could make the cholesteric reflectors very effective in enhancing LSC performance. Reducing the number of re-absorptions, while simultaneously maintaining a high absorption of incident light could be achieved by placing lenses on top of the patterned waveguides [23] or by using luminophores with little or no overlap between the absorption and emission bands, such as complexes of rare-earth ions with organic ligands [24], quantum dots [25] or phosphors [26] .
